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About This Game

Welcome to the world of japanese mahjong!

Overview

Japanese mahjong, also known as Riichi Mahjong, is a 4 player tabletop game. Play against other players from all over the
world in the online multiplayer mode.

Aim for the highest value possible with your hand and triumph over your opponents! Be careful not to play into someones hand
while advancing your own. The simplified tutorial will explain newcomers how to play the game in a quick and easy

understandable manner. A always available handsheet ingame shows you all possible combinations (yaku) with their conditions
and examples so you can ensure you are on the correct track!

Features:

 Singleplayer

 Online multiplayer

 Tutorial
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mahjong riichi multiplayer. mahjong riichi online multiplayer. riichi mahjong online multiplayer free

Oh memories, so sweet.. This diorama-maker is really good! I love that you can scale any object and that the performance, even
though there are many objects on screen, is pretty solid. The fact that more object will be added weekly is a deal breaker for
me. Nice work dev!. Amazing game so far, although I'm having trouble loading saved files that become corrupted. It has a ton
of potential for greatness. I plan on playing this game quite a bit and would like to see a bug report in game like Subnautica has
bound to F8.. So Many Me is a game I'd recommend to those who enjoy puzzle games which take some time to complete but are
not wanting to play a puzzle game where they end up going on Youtube for all the answers.

The graphics are astounding and have a child-like feel to them but that doesn't mean that adults and teenagers alike can't enjoy
them too.

Using your many replications you go on a quest to save the world and the girl. Going through the game Filo and his many "Me's"
often make jokes about 'saving the princess', 'getting the thing on the floor because you will need it later' and many other similar
jokes. The concept of having many replications of yourself and completing puzzles with them definitely made the game more
interesting to play.

There are 3 unique forms of travel in So Many Me (apart from on foot) which are by Jellophant (Tank), Jellosaur (Dinosaur),
Balloonbird (Bird). The forms of travel allow you to travel on spikes and destroy EVERYTHING, destroy vertical walls and
jump higher and fly and destroy horizontal walls respectively.

Obviously you have a Story which you can play and complete. Within this story are many costumes and coins which you can get
through extra effort to eventually fully complete the game.

Like many other reviews, the only important downside is the Bosses. The bosses themselves are not too hard but there are hardly
any checkpoints in these battles so you have to memorise the landscape and the movements of the boss.

Personally I had trouble with one section of the game.
 After the Final Boss (The guy you meet at the beginning) there is an escape part of the level. The path of this section isn't too
difficult but the meteors sometimes hit you at the ONLY moments where you either dodge and fall off the map or jump off the
platforms into spikes. The best part of all this is that there are NO checkpoints.

If anybody wants to know, I got all achievements in 10 hours and 36 minutes which involves the main story, extra missions
(Chrono Castle) and all collectables.

I know it says 11 hours on my profile. That's because I left the game on while writing this review :D. cant run it has a runtime
error #3(trap)?! whats this supposed to mean
(cant open dont buy). For the money it's great and quite fun, takes a while to get use to.

Developer. PLEASE consider adding the option to rotate the paddle by 90 degrees.

I found it really awkward to hold at the angle that felt right to me (maybe I've got bad "technique") ;)

It would also help with the weighting which feels off when I rotate the physical controller to be right for my "style".

Also. A way of skipping over the long drawn out menus that you have to go through to either start a new match or if you fail on
an arcade challenge. If there was a button press that would just instantly put you back to a new NPC match or start the arcade
again that would be great. thanks :)

Overall great though!. Damn, where to start. I have a bit of a soft spot for Ant War because I kind of grew up playing it so I
guess there's a part of me that liked it as a kid. Now as an adult I look back and think, "Man I had bad taste as a kid, because this
game sucks."

Ant War was one of those games you played on the early web because there was almost nothing else to play and you were too
poor to afford those fancy computer games they sold at the Best Buy. Point is, you played this game because you couldn't really
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play anything else. Yes, it's badly made, overly simplistic, and a pointless grind fest, but it was also an early flash game made by
hand using the limitations of early flash technology. So I can forgive it for being... you know, bad.

What I can't forgive is charging $3 for an offline port of the same game with no update or modernization. I want to support this
game, I really do, but charging this much for the same product that we can still literally find for free online? For shame.
Supporting the developer means nothing if the developer isn't putting some effort on their behalf. I'm not saying remake the
game, but couldn't they have least added a few extras? Maybe some new artwork, or a new location, or a maybe a new ant
species to play, something. Heck, I'll settle for just some Steam achievements.

All I'm saying is, if you're going to charge us for our childhoods at least give us something new to justify the charge.. More like
a horror-game than a FPS. But still, its a great Game and you should pay the price. A couple new decks to keep the game fresh..
This is one of the only VR games that I regret buying. There are many more challenging and enjoyable shooting games to invest
your time in instead. A few of the levels are enjoyable and fairly well done, but nothing unique. It would be nice to have a
shotgun for the clay style rounds, instead of just a single pistol for everything.

There is no menu apart from a grid of levels, and all of those levels are available to play right from the start. The result is that I
had no sense of progression through (or particular incentive to play) the game at all. There is an arcade mode where you can
play each game once and then get a total score at the end, but I lost interest after doing it once.
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Beautiful game, so relaxing to play. Its so colourful and pretty even if a little short. I'd love to see it expanded on, maybe a few
more levels would be amazing but for what I paid and the fun I had playing it; its definately worth it.. Sheep! Take them to your
leader! This game is super fun. I love that I can come in, pick it up for a few minutes, and still have a blast.. Play this game and
forget about that horrible horrible final season.. Wow. I like this game so much, I'd buy it for my friends. Ya know, if any of
them actually had a vive.. Are you high right now? Are you mellow high right now? How many fingers am I holding up? How
many now? Trick question, I don't have hands. Zen Bound 2 is a really chill game unless you're super competitive, in which case
you'll be stressed by having to completely unravel an item just to make sure you completely cover it using as little string as
possible. If you're not, it's a good time waster. It's a spectacular game to play while high eating chocolate bacon ice cream with
ancho chilis.. Primitive, poorly written, just meager. Head to other hidden object games if you like this genre.. Wow, This was
way better than expected! I only bought it because, I Noticed you're ''Riding in a Helicopter'' which, is something I've always
wanted to do...Well, for less than $10 I was able too and The Rush Was There and it was Amazing!

Things I liked:
- Beautiful Graphics, Excellent Music, and ''Great'' Sound Effects!
- Controls are Accurate & Work very well!
  Note: They did well designing how the controls work!
  Very comfortable and easy to use. I Actually Got A Work Out! ''Flapping My Wings!''
  I Never Flown, So High in My Life it was Amazing! Only in VR can you do this....
- Very Relaxing and Move at your Own Pace with Teleport Locomotion.
  Note: You Can Spend ''Hours'' in here if you like!
- The Freedom to Use the Program Standing or Sitting is Great!
  Note: No Motionsickness while Standing\/ Some Motion sickness
  while sitting due to camera moving on it's own.
  ''But, Recommend ''Sitting'' is More Relaxing!
- Not Only is this a Fantastic Ride! But, Afterwards, You Own Your Very Own VR Museum!
  Note: It is Huge!
- Very Unique & Cool Design, The Amount of Detail makes it Amazing!
  Note: It turned My little VR Room into a ''Massive World!''
- Educational Program with More to Come...
- Price! for under $10 This Program is Magnificent!

Things I Disliked:
- I really don't have ''Any'' of course, There is Always Room for improvement. but, for the price and what is there...I don't have
any dislikes. I Recommend one thing, When the Jets come Roaring by You could Amp up the volume to have it tinkle the
''Ears'' to help add to the realism...hahaha. but, the sound effects used are Good! and are probably Best! We don't want anyone
to lose there hearing...

Overall:
I Can't Believe How Well this Program is Made for the Price that I have Paid for it...It Works Very Well! The Ride is Amazing!
But, with a Bonus! You Own your Very Own VR Museum! This is a Great Way to Introduce any one to VR for the First Time.
Because, the use of Size makes it feel Massive! and, How they Executed the lay out of using the controls is Very Nice! I
Recommend this Program to Everyone. Yes it is ''Truly Magnificent!'' Add it to your Collection you'll Thank Me Later! 100%
Worth it.... This is a reliable .dae viewer... which makes it good for sketchup users.

It seems to choke a bit on large models... frame rates drop.

I would like to see, better lighting... the lighting is rather flat! Also, some models load with geometry issues.

Finally, the file selector suffers from a problem where for directories with many files... the slider FLYS through the file
structure so fast that it is essentially un-navigable.

Please keep up the good work... and really add some polish to this nice viewer!

Update 17 - Brazilian Portuguese, Battle Items, and more...:
Game Changes
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-Game is now available in Brazilian Portuguese
-New Items: Power Malt and Mana Water.

Power Malt: Restores 20hp and increases ATT and DEF by 1 stage. Battle Only.
Mana Water: Restores 20 mp and Increases S.ATT and S.DEF by 1 stage. Battle Only.

These items are sold by the Innkeeper.

-Aeacus buff -- HP 190 > 220
-Charon buff -- Hades Song ACC 55% > 65%

Bug Fixes:

- Weapon icons for Rod, Greatsword and Short Sword were not displaying correctly.
- Spook's ability was paralyzing despite having immunity skill.
- Defiant ability triggering the wrong animation (GrySlime' ability).
- Tartarus Key displayed the wrong description.
- Negative MP bug caused by Torment spell.
- Several text errors fixed.
. Update 17.1:
Hotfix

-Monster spawning disabled in Crypt entrance. This was causing all sorts of problems.. Update 13.3:

Hotfixes:. Knights of Tartarus will Release on April 19 - New Gameplay Trailer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IUU42bJSNDU. Update 10.23:

Hotfix:. Update 16.1:
Hotfixes

- A bug causing save files not being able to load due to not having any equipment on.
- A bug that considered new weapons as level 0 and was not giving the player any stats.
- When crafting if you placed a Meteor first and then you placed any other crafting material like a piece of wood, iron bar, etc.
it would cause the game to freeze.. Update 16.2:
Bug fixes

-An escape path was placed in the puzzle room right before Wetbeard in Spikey's ship. It was possible to get softlocked in this
room.
-Hookshot animation bug fixed.
-Yes/No text display fixed.

Localization bugs:
-Spell names weren't showing the correct name.
-Several texts were not being translated.

. Version 0.9.1F:

Quality of Life Improvements:
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